Kinetic analysis of bioorthogonal reaction mechanisms using Raman microscopy
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Raman spectroscopy is well-suited for the study of bioorthogonal reaction processes because it is a non-destructive technique, which employs relatively low energy laser irradiation, and water is only very weakly scattered in the Raman spectrum enabling live cell imaging. In addition, Raman spectroscopy allows species-specific label-free visualisation; chemical contrast may be achieved when imaging a cell in its native environment without fixatives or stains. Combined with the rapid advances in the field of Raman imaging over the last decade, particularly in stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS), this technique has the potential to revolutionise our mechanistic understanding of biochemical and medicinal chemistry applications of bioorthogonal reactions. Current approaches to the kinetic analysis of bioorthogonal reactions (including heat flow calorimetry, uv-vis spectroscopy, fluorescence, IR, NMR and MS), have a number of practical shortcomings for intracellular applications. We highlight the advantages offered by Raman microscopy for reaction analysis in the context of both established and emerging bioorthogonal reactions, including the copper(I) catalysed azide alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) click reaction and Glaser-Hay coupling.

Introduction

Bioorthogonal chemistries have been rapidly adopted both in traditional synthetic chemistry and as a means to site-specifically label biomolecules inside cells.1–5 More recently their use has been proposed as a means to both construct and de-cage complex drug molecules in vivo as a new therapeutic modality.6,7 Critical to the success of reactants which couple under bioorthogonal conditions are that they are mutually reactive but do not cross-react, or interact, with other biological functionalities or reactions in a cell; that they are stable and non-toxic in physiological settings; and that their mutual reaction is highly specific and fast.13 Rapid reaction rates are required particularly to monitor fast intracellular processes and also where the intracellular abundance of the reacting species is comparatively low.14 However, despite many studies of these reactions in solution (illustrated for the bioorthogonal reactions of alkynes in Figure 1),2,4,5 current approaches to their kinetic analysis are limited in their intracellular application by the need for coupling to a specific substrate (for fluorescence),8,9 low spatial resolution (for IR10 and MS11), and the concentrations required (for NMR).12 Differences arising from intracellular macromolecular crowding,13 variations in pH across cell populations and within individual cells,14 and the sequestration of substrates into cellular structures or organelles,15 are poorly accounted for by bulk in vitro solution phase analysis, necessitating the urgent development of techniques which might be applicable in an in cellulo, or in vivo microenvironment.
Raman is well-suited for the study of bioorthogonal reaction processes because it is a non-destructive technique, which employs relatively low energy laser irradiation, and water is only very weakly scattered in the Raman spectrum enabling live cell imaging.[16] In addition, Raman spectroscopy allows species-specific label-free visualisation; chemical contrast may be achieved when imaging a cell in its native environment without fixatives or stains. Combined with the rapid advances in the field of Raman imaging over the last decade,[17] most notably in coherent techniques such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), this has the potential to revolutionise our mechanistic understanding of biochemical and medicinal chemistry applications of bioorthogonal reactions.

We chose to focus our study on the reactions of alkynes as they are widely used in bioorthogonal chemistry,[2-5] and have been used to probe biological processes, such as DNA, RNA and protein synthesis effectively by Raman spectroscopy and SRS microscopy.[18] Two notable bioorthogonal reactions of alkynes are: (a) the copper(I) catalysed azide alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) click reaction (Figure 1A(i));[19,20] and (b) the Glaser-Hay reaction (Figure 1A(ii)).[21,22] These two copper-catalysed reactions provide complementary reaction pathways from a terminal alkyne, and are thought to occur (in solution) at comparable, or slower, rates than other bioorthogonal reactions of terminal alkynes and the strain-promoted cycloaddition reactions of cyclooctyne derivatives with dipoles or tetrazines (Figure 1B).[23-27]

The CuAAC reaction has emerged as a leading example of ‘click chemistry’, a term developed by Sharpless et al. in 2001 to describe near-perfect bond-forming reactions which are useful for rapid assembly of molecules with desired function.[28] The use of Cu(I) salts, or a Cu(II) precursor in combination with a reducing agent to provide catalytically-active copper species in situ have been shown to mediate azide-alkyne cycloaddition with high rates of reaction. Current mechanistic understanding of the CuAAC reaction (Figure 2A), supports a model where two chemically equivalent copper atoms working together to bring about the regioselective formation of 1,4-substituted 1,2,3-triazoles.[29] Formation of the copper acetylide is turnover rate-limiting, thus strategies which aid alkyne deprotonation accelerate the CuAAC reaction.[30] When particularly acidic alkynes are used, a switch in the rate limiting step to azide ligation/migratory insertion is observed.[31] Heat flow calorimetry has been used extensively in detailed mechanistic studies of the CuAAC reaction, which clearly does not translate to an in cellulo, or in vivo environment.

Oxidative homocoupling of copper(I)-phenylacetylide upon exposure to air was first observed in 1869 by Carl Glaser,[32] and consequently the reaction bears his name. Modifications to the initial Glaser coupling conditions, sought to form the copper(I) acetylide in situ,[33] in the Hay modification, oxidative acetylinic coupling was demonstrated in an oxygen environment in the presence of catalytic amounts of CuCl and the bidentate ligand, TMEDA.[21] The Glaser-Hay reaction is emerging as a bioorthogonal reaction which is particularly useful for producing bioconjugates where the reduced steric demands of a bisalkyne linker are critical. The mechanism of the Glaser-Hay reaction has been studied, using a variety of analytical techniques.[24,34,35] An early report by Bohlmann et al. examining the homocoupling of terminal acetylenes in MeOH:H2O (80:20) at pH 3 (HCl), identified the formation of a dicopper(II)-diacetylide complex as the rate-limiting step in the observed second-order kinetics using UV absorption spectroscopy.[34] The proposed mechanism involved reductive elimination of this species to yield the 1,3-dyne product (Figure 2B). A more recent DFT study broadly supports this mechanism, but suggests that (as for the CuAAC reaction) the turnover rate-limiting step corresponds to the Cu-coordinated alkyne deprotonation.[36] In contrast, studies combining NMR and UV spectroscopy to probe the reaction of terminal acetylenes in D2O or CH3Cl, have suggested the mechanism involves a mono-nuclear Cu+ intermediate.[24,35] Again, the analytical techniques used to study the Glaser-Hay reaction to date do not readily translate to a more biological setting. Thus this provided a second reaction against which we could test our Raman spectroscopic approach.

![Figure 1: Bioorthogonal reactions of terminal alkynes (A) and strained alkynes (B), with approximate rate constants in aqueous based media (N/D = not determined).](image-url)

- (i) copper(I) catalysed azide alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC);[22] (ii) Glaser-Hay reaction;[21] (iii) Copper-free Sonogashira reaction;[24] B (i) strain-promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC);[26] (ii) strain-promoted alkyne nitrore cycloaddition (SPANC);[27] (iii) Inverse electron demand Diels-Alder (IEDDA).[27]
Results and discussion

Establishing Raman spectroscopy as a method to follow bioorthogonal reactions

Real-time chemical reaction monitoring has been reported using both infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy. For a molecule to be IR active, there must be an accompanying change in dipole moment of the chemical bond as a result of absorption of the incident IR radiation. The CuAAC reaction has been studied previously using IR spectroscopy in an organic solvent (DMF) following the decay of the azide peak at 2096 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{10}\) Here, we show that the CuAAC reaction can be followed by IR spectroscopy in an aqueous solvent mixture (Figure S1), but not one that is compatible with biological cells. In general, functional groups which generate a strong peak in an IR spectrum tend to be weaker in Raman and vice versa. Raman active shifts are a result of a change in bond polarisation upon interaction of monochromatic light. Raman scattering therefore, is detected as an inelastic scattered photon, but only 1 in 10\(^8\) photons undergo Raman scattering.\(^{37}\) Despite this, even low intensity vibrations (e.g. C-H) can provide signals for imaging purposes if visualised at high enough concentrations. Spectroscopically bioorthogonal functional groups, including alkyne (C≡C), nitrile (C≡N) and deuterated groups (C-D) produce peaks in the cellular-silent region of the Raman spectrum, between 1800–2800 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{17,18}\) Of these, the alkyne-containing thymidine analogue, EdU (Figure 3, 1), is the most widely studied small-molecule for Raman imaging applications. EdU is used as a probe for DNA synthesis in proliferating cells, using CuAAC conjugation with a fluorescent probe,\(^{38}\) or biotin group for pull-down experiments,\(^{39}\) and more recently, inherent visualisation of the alkyne group present within EdU at 2120 cm\(^{-1}\) has been achieved in a single-step using Raman and SRS imaging approaches (Figure 3).\(^{18}\) SRS imaging provides fast acquisition rates (up to video rate speeds) and can generate images based on the inherent chemical contrast of the cell. Figure 3B shows SRS images of the CH\(_3\) (2939 cm\(^{-1}\), proteins) and CH\(_2\) (2844 cm\(^{-1}\), lipids) signal in HeLa cells. Additionally, the incorporation of EdU is detected in the nucleus of the cells at 2120 cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3: Detection of alkyne-labelled DNA using EdU (1) and Raman imaging. A spontaneous Raman spectroscopy of single fixed HeLa cells treated with (i) DMSO and (ii) EdU (100 µM, 18 h).\(^{40}\) The spectra were normalised to the intensity of the peak at 1003 cm\(^{-1}\) (phenylalanine ring breathing mode), scaled between -1000 – 20000 counts and offset for clarity. Peak annotations: 1003 cm\(^{-1}\) (phenylalanine ring breathing mode); 2120 cm\(^{-1}\) (C≡C, EdU). Raman spectra acquired using λ\(_{ex}\) = 532 nm using a 50x objective lens and 30s integration time. Inset: chemical structure of EdU (top) and expansion of the EdU alkyne region (2050 – 2220 cm\(^{-1}\) indicated by the dashed box; bottom). B SRS imaging of Hela cells treated with EdU (100 µM, 18 h).\(^{41}\) SRS images were acquired at (i) 2939 cm\(^{-1}\) (CH\(_3\)), (ii) 2844 cm\(^{-1}\) (CH\(_2\)), (iii) 2120 cm\(^{-1}\) (C≡C,
Reaction time-course experiments were first measured in solution-phase using Raman spectroscopy. To assess the feasibility of using a Raman spectral approach to monitor the reaction progress of bioorthogonal transformations, initial investigations focussed upon the CuAAC reaction between EdU (1) and biotin-PEG3-azide (2) in the presence of CuSO4 and ascorbic acid in DMSO(aq.). The intense Raman signal of the EdU alkyne (at 2120 cm⁻¹) was preferred for reaction monitoring, over the weak Raman signal associated with the azide (at 2096 cm⁻¹) (Figure S2). The time-course dataset was normalised to the intensity of the Raman peak of the DMSO reaction solvent at 1418 cm⁻¹ (DMSO CH def.) which enabled direct comparison of the relative peak intensities and the peak positions in Raman spectra at each individual timepoint. The spectra are presented in Figure 4A. In the course of the reaction, the intensity of the Raman peak at 2120 cm⁻¹ (EdU, C≡C) decreases to the baseline level. Additionally, a shift in the peak at 1624 cm⁻¹ to 1646 cm⁻¹ indicates a change in the local bonding environment surrounding the amide C=O of EdU, upon formation of the triazole product. Integration of the alkyn peak at 2120 cm⁻¹ indicates the reaction reaches completion within 40 min, whilst in the absence of Cu catalyst, there is only very marginal reduction in the alkyn signal over 60 min (Figure 4B). An advantage of the Raman spectral approach detailed here over NMR–based reaction monitoring methods is that extremely small reaction volumes can be employed; here the reactions were performed using 25 μL total volume at t = 0 min.

**Figure 4**: Reaction monitoring of the CuAAC reaction between EdU (1) and biotin-PEG3-azide (2) using Raman spectroscopy. A Raman spectra of reaction mixture comprising EdU (50 mM), biotin-PEG3-azide (50 mM), CuSO4 (4 mM) and ascorbic acid (20 mM) in DMSO(aq.). An aliquot of the reaction mixture was removed at each timepoint and the individual Raman spectra were presented between 0-60 min. Spectra were acquired using λexc = 532 nm for 20 s using a 20× objective lens. The Raman spectra were normalised to the intensity of the peak at 1418 cm⁻¹ (DMSO CH def.). B Integration analysis of the normalised Raman peak at 2120 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, EdU) for the reaction presented in A (blue squares, +Cu [4 mM] with exponential fitting applied) and a control reaction (black circles, -Cu, linear fitting) where [Cu] = 0 mM. A0 = peak area @ 2120 cm⁻¹.

**Kinetic analysis of the CuAAC click reaction**

For more demanding applications, including CuAAC reactions in the cellular environment, the use of Cu-coordinating ligands has been found to accelerate the CuAAC reaction even further, up to several thousand times greater than the ligand-free process. The requirement for Cu-coordinating ligands was particularly evident for bioconjugation reactions involving biological molecules, which impose specific demands in that: they must be must be chemoselective, biocompatible, operate in aqueous environments at low reactant concentrations and induce fast catalyst turnover. A number of Cu-coordinating ligands have been developed for CuAAC reactions in cells, including THPTA (Figure 5) and TBTA (Figure 5); which are known to significantly accelerate the CuAAC reaction and stabilize the Cu(I) oxidation state in aqueous mixtures.

Having established Raman spectroscopy as a suitable method for following the progress of the ligand-free CuAAC reaction, we next sought to perform a kinetic analysis of the ligand-accelerated CuAAC reaction. Firstly, the initial [Cu]tot was varied between 0-15 mM (with equimolar [THPTA]) using a fixed concentration of both the EdU (100 mM, alkyn) and biotin-PEG3-azide (100 mM, azide) reagents. A plot of kobs as a function of [Cu]tot showed a first-order dependence on [Cu]tot (Figure 5A). This observation is consistent with the recently reported empirical rate law for the Cu-catalysed reaction of phenylacetylene with benzyl azide determined using heat-flow calorimetry. Additionally, a non-linear correlation at [Cu] ≤ 2 mM indicated the presence of low concentrations of inhibitors in the reactants. Next, we investigated the specific activity for CuAAC reaction between EdU and biotin-PEG3-azide accelerated by THPTA. A plot of kobs as a function of [THPTA]/[Cu] ratio is provided in Figure 5B. In the absence of THPTA ligand, the reaction rate is markedly reduced, and a maximum rate-enhancing effect of the THPTA ligand was found at [THPTA]:[Cu] ≥ 0.5. Finally, the nature of the Cu-coordinating ligand was varied (Figure 5C). The rate-enhancement by different ligands followed the order THPTA ≈ TBTA >> L-histidine; with no reaction in the presence of EDTA. Taken together, these results indicate that Raman spectroscopy is a simple and effective technique for profiling the bioorthogonal ligand-assisted CuAAC reaction in solution-phase.
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Figure 5: Investigating catalyst composition effects on the kinetics of the CuAAC reaction between EdU and biotin-PEG3-azide in DMSO/H2O 3:2 v/v. 

A Plot of $k_{\text{obs}}$ as a function of $[\text{Cu}]_{\text{tot}}$, showing a first-order dependence on $[\text{Cu}]_{\text{tot}}$. A linear fitting is only applied between $[\text{Cu}]_{\text{tot}} = 2–15 \text{ mM}$, due to the suspected presence of low concentrations of inhibitors in the reactants. Experimental conditions described in Entry 1, Table 1. Tabulated data with $k_{\text{obs}} \pm 0.5 \text{ RMSE}$ see Table S1.

B Plot of $k_{\text{obs}}$ as a function of $[\text{Cu}]/\text{THPTA}$ ratio. Experimental conditions described in Entry 2, Table 1. Tabulated data with $k_{\text{obs}} \pm 0.5 \text{ RMSE}$ see Table S2.

C Plot of CuAAC reaction with different CuAAC ligands with $k_{\text{obs}} \pm 0.5 \text{ RMSE}$. Experimental conditions described in Entry 3, Table 1.

D Chemical structure of the Cu(I) ligands, THPTA, TBTA, EDTA and L-Histidine.

Table 1 Experimental conditions for CuAAC reaction between EdU and biotin-PEG3-azide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>[EdU] (mM)</th>
<th>Biotin-PEG3-azide (mM)</th>
<th>[NaAsc] (mM)</th>
<th>[CuSO4] (mM)</th>
<th>[THPTA] (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0-15</td>
<td>0-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Ligand varied between THPTA, TBTA, L-Histidine and EDTA.

Kinetic analysis of the Glaser-Hay reaction

Like the CuAAC reaction, the Glaser-Hay reaction has also been used in bioconjugation applications. In a seminal report, the Glaser-Hay reaction was used to generate protein bioconjugates under aqueous conditions, through site-specific incorporation of an alkyne-containing unnatural amino acid in an expressed protein and coupling under modified Glaser-Hay conditions.[43]

Additional studies have used Glaser-Hay bioconjugation for protein immobilisation[44] and the synthesis of natural products using solid-supports.[45] Given the increasing interest in the Glaser-Hay reaction for bioconjugation, we attempted to study aspects of its reaction kinetics by Raman spectroscopy to enable further optimisation of the reaction for biological applications. We chose to study the homodimerisation of propargyl choline (3) as a first step towards this goal (Figure 6A). Propargyl choline is an alkyne-containing choline metabolite that was developed for the imaging of choline-containing phospholipids in vivo using CuAAC conjugation.[46] More recently however, it has been detected in living cells and tissues using SRS microscopy which localises the metabolically-incorporated alkyne directly without the need for a second chemical reaction.[48] The Raman spectrum of propargyl choline (as its bromide salt) shows an intense peak at 2131 cm$^{-1}$ associated with the alkyne group (Figure S3). Glaser-Hay reaction time-course experiments in DMSO solution (Figure 6B) indicated that in the presence of 7.5 mol% of Cu/TMEDA catalyst, the formation of the homodimer butadiyne product (4) was observed as a discrete peak at 2269 cm$^{-1}$ (with the starting material detected at 2122 cm$^{-1}$). Integration of the relative peak areas at 2122 cm$^{-1}$ and 2269 cm$^{-1}$ show a significant increase in the intensity
of the product as a function of reaction time, whilst the intensity of the starting material is seen to decrease (Figure 6C). The relative intensity differences for the two alkyne signals reflects the observation that bis-alkynes have an overall higher Raman scattering cross-section compared to single, terminal alkenes (Figure S4). This experiment indicated that Raman spectroscopy could be used to follow the progress of the Glaser-Hay reaction in solution. The detection of the butadiyne product at a discrete Raman shift is a major advantage of this approach, as the relative intensities of both the starting material consumption and product formation could be assessed quantitatively in the same spectral acquisition. Furthermore, the ability to detect both alkyne components within the cellular-silent region of the Raman spectrum, may facilitate optimisation of Glaser-Hay bioconjugations; for example in determining the reaction yield.

![Figure 6: Reaction monitoring of the Glaser-Hay homocoupling of propargyl choline using Raman spectroscopy.](image)

We next sought to study the kinetics of the Glaser-Hay reaction and used the homodimerisation of phenylacetylene (PA) as a model reaction. We chose PA because it has been widely used in this context, most recently in a DFT study of the reaction. We performed the study on a 20 μL scale, with air constantly bubbling through the reaction mixture. Initially, phenylacetylene (100 mM) was reacted in the presence of CuI (10 mM) and TMEDA (10 mM) in DMSO. In the course of the reaction, the intensity of the PA alkyne signal at 2102 cm⁻¹ is seen to decrease, whilst the intensity of the product signal at 2218 cm⁻¹ greatly increases (Figure 6A). Additionally, new peaks are generated at 1341 cm⁻¹ and 1496 cm⁻¹, whilst the intensity of the peak at 1597 cm⁻¹ also increases. These observations are indicative of the formation of the 1,4-bisphenyl-1,3-butadiyne product (Figure 6B). Using the normalised peak area for the Raman signals of PA (at 2102 cm⁻¹) and the butadiyne product (at 2218 cm⁻¹), the kinetics of the Glaser-Hay reaction were assessed in response to varying [Cu]₀/[PA], Cu source and Cu-coordinating ligand. Firstly, the [PA] was fixed at 100 mM and [Cu]₀ varied between 0 – 20 mM. Empirical second-order rate constants, kobs, were estimated by linear correlation of 1/[PA] versus time; i.e. rate = kobs[PA]². A plot of kobs versus [Cu]₀ resulted in a linear relationship, i.e. kobs = k [Cu]₀² (Figure 7A). Additionally, the [PA] was varied between 50-150 mM, with [Cu] and [TMEDA] fixed at 10 mM, yielding consistent kobs values over the concentration range tested (Figure 7B). The effect of varying the ratio [TMEDA]/[Cu] was also investigated (Figure 7B) and it was found that excess TMEDA causes inhibition of the reaction. The empirical rate equation is thus described by:

\[
rate = k_{obs} [PA]^2 ; \text{ where } k_{obs} = 0.5 [Cu]_0^2 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}
\]

These results indicate a second-order dependence in both the copper and PA. Further studies investigated the catalyst composition effects; CuI showed an overall higher rate of reaction than Cu(OAc)₂ (Figure 7C), whilst TMEDA gave a higher rate of reaction than bipy-diol (Figure 7D). The implications of these findings are summarised in Figure 8. In terms of mechanism, the data are consistent with an equilibrium between [TMEDA]CuX and PA, to afford a complex [Cu+PA] in which there is one TMEDA, or in which the TMEDA is lost as [TMEDA+H]⁺ X, coupled to a second equilibrium involving two [Cu+PA], presumably generating one [Cu₂·PA₃] intermediate, and then a turnover rate-limiting irreversible reaction of [Cu₂·PA₃] which directly, or indirectly, generates
product and regenerates CuX or (TMEDA)CuX. This scenario is broadly consistent with the mechanism proposed by Maseras et al. using DFT analysis (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{[36]} Taken together, these data indicate that Raman spectroscopy is a useful method for profiling the Glaser-Hay reaction.

![Figure 7](image-url)

**Figure 7:** Empirical correlations for the kinetics of the Glaser-Hay homocoupling of phenylacetylene (PA). Experimental conditions tabulated in Table S3. A. Correlation of the observed second-order rate constant with total [Cu]. Experimental conditions described in Entry 1, Table S3. Tabulated data with $k_{obs} \pm 0.5$ RMSE see Table S4. B. Effect of Cu:TMEDA ratio on observed second-order rate constant. Experimental conditions described in Entry 2, Table S3. Tabulated data with $k_{obs} \pm 0.5$ RMSE see Table S5. Empirical second-order kinetic analysis of Glaser-Hay reactions with various Cu-sources (C), and ligand (D) with $k_{obs} \pm 0.5$ RMSE. Experimental conditions described in Entries 3 and 4, Table S3.

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8:** Mechanism for the Glaser-Hay reaction consistent with kinetic data obtained by Raman spectral analysis. TLS = turnover rate-limiting step.

### Conclusions

The studies described here indicate that Raman spectroscopy is ideally suited to analysing the kinetics of alkyne-based reactions. The intense alkyne signal in the Raman spectrum is well resolved from other solvent peaks in the fingerprint region (<1700 cm$^{-1}$), and can thus be used to monitor the consumption of a starting material (i.e. EdU in the CuAAC reaction) or the generation of a product (i.e. butadiyne in the Glaser-Hay reaction). With the emergence of portable and in-line Raman instrumentation, Raman spectroscopy is expected to serve as a useful technique for profiling chemical reactions at scale. For the purposes of studying reactions at the microscopic level, the small sample volumes required for Raman analysis and the ability to used advanced Raman imaging systems (e.g. SRS microscopy) to provide detailed analysis of cellular features will enable rigorous kinetic investigations at
the sub-cellular level. This approach would thus enhance current understanding of bioconjugation reactions in the cellular environment, which would enable a thorough understanding of both the intracellular chemistry and biology as a result.

Materials and Methods

Infra-Red spectroscopy

FT infra-red spectra (FTIR) were recorded on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 spectrophotometer with a Pike Technologies horizontal ATR attachment, ZnSe lens single reflection ATR plate and Happ Genzel appodization. The recorded spectral range was 550 – 4,000 cm⁻¹. Data acquisition was performed over 10 scans. Spectral resolution for the system is 0.5 cm⁻¹.

Raman spectroscopy

The spontaneous Raman spectra were acquired using a confocal Raman spectrometer (inVia Raman microscope, Renishaw) at room temperature. A 297 mW (206 mW after objective) 785 nm diode laser or a 30 mW 532 nm laser excitation source was used to excite the sample through a 50x, N.A. 0.75 objective, a 20x, N. A. 0.40 objective or a 5x, N.A. 0.12 objective (Leica Biosystems). The recorded spectral range for grating 1200 g mm⁻¹ was 100 – 200 cm⁻¹. The total data acquisition was performed during 60 s for spectra recorded at λex = 785 nm or 10 s for spectra recorded at λex = 532 nm using the WiRE software. Spectral resolution for the system is 0.5 cm⁻¹. The spectra were baseline corrected using the Baseline Subtract function available on WiRE™ software. Peak normalisation was performed using Origin Lab Data Analysis and Graphing software. Peak integration was performed on Origin using the Integrate function.

SRS Microscopy

Images were acquired using a custom-built multi-modal microscope setup. A picoEmerald (APE, Berlin, Germany) laser provided both a tunable pump laser (720–990 nm, 7 ps, 80 MHz repetition rate) and a spatially and temporally overlapped Stokes laser (1064 nm, 5–6 ps, 80 MHz repetition rate). The output beams were inserted into the scanning unit of an Olympus FV1000MPF microscope using a series of dielectric mirrors and a 2 lens based beam-expanding module. The resulted 2.4 mm beams were expanded by a further 3.6 lenses within the microscope and directed into an Olympus XLPL25XWM N.A. 1.05 objective lens using a short-pass 690 nm dichroic mirror (Olympus). The objective was under filled to achieve higher power transmissions through the microscope which were shown to be essential to detect the SRS signal. Backscattered emission signals from two-photon fluorescence was separated from any backscattered excitation light using a short-pass 690 nm dichroic mirror and IR cut filter (Olympus). A series of filters and dichroic mirrors were then used to deconvolve the different emission signals onto one of 4 available photo-multiplier tubes (PMT).

For SRS measurements, the Stokes beam was modulated with a 20 MHz EoM built into the picoEmerald. Forward scattered light was collected by a 20 Olympus XLUMPLFLN N.A. 1.00 objective lens and Stokes light was removed by filtering with an ET890/220nm filter (Chroma). A telescope focused the light onto an APE silicon photodiode connected to an APE lock in amplifier with the time constant set to 20 μs. The lock in amplifier signal was fed into an Olympus FV10-Analyzer unit. Laser powers after the objective were measured up to 40–70 mW for the pump laser and up to 70 mW for the Stokes laser. All images were recorded at 512 × 512 or 1024 × 1024 pixels with a pixel dwell time between 2 and 20 μs, using FluoView FV10-ASW scanning software (Olympus). Images of the EdU distribution were recorded at 2120 cm⁻¹ and are presented following removal of background signal using the Image Calculate function on ImageJ (2120cm⁻¹ – 2109 cm⁻¹). False colours LUTs and scale bars were applied to images using ImageJ software.

Chemicals and reagents

All chemicals were received from commercial suppliers unless otherwise noted, and were used as received without further purification. EdU (Thermo Fisher Scientific), CuSO₄·5H₂O, Tris-buffered saline (TBS), Tris-HCl, ascorbic acid, sodium ascorbate and Biotin-PEG3-azide were all received from Sigma Aldrich.

Kinetic measurements

**Ligand-free CuAAC Reaction (IR):** A solution of DMSO (3.32 µL) and TBS (4.48 µL) containing EdU (450 mM, 5 µL from 2.0 M stock in DMSO) and biotin-PEG3-azide (450 mM, 5 µL from 2.0 M stock in DMSO) was treated with CuSO₄ (10 mM, 2.2 µL from 100 mM stock in water) and added last to the mixture, sodium ascorbate (10 mM, 2.2 µL from 100 mM stock in water). The 22.2 µL mixture was mixed by gentle agitation and vortex mixing before a sample (0.25 µL) was removed every 4 minutes and analysed upon the ATR attachment.

**Ligand-free CuAAC Reaction (Raman):** A solution of DMSO (18 µL) containing EdU (50 mM, 2.5 µL from 500 mM stock in DMSO) and biotin-PEG3-azide (50 mM, 2.5 µL from 500 mM stock in DMSO) was treated with CuSO₄ (4 mM, 1 µL from 100 mM stock in...
water) and added last to the mixture, ascorbic acid (20 mM, 1 µL from 500 mM stock in water). The 25 µL mixture was mixed by gentle agitation and vortex mixing before a sample (0.25 µL) was removed every 4 minutes and analysed by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. Control reaction mixtures were prepared by varying the biotin azide content (replacing with 2.5 µL DMSO) or by varying the CuSO₄ content (replacing with 1 µL water). Where increased biotin azide concentrations was used, the volume of DMSO was reduced to ensure the total sample volume remained at 25 µL.

**Ligand-assisted CuAAC Reaction (Raman):** A solution of DMSO (2 µL) and water (1 µL) containing EdU (100 mM, 2 µL from 500 mM stock in DMSO) and biotin-PEG3-azide (100 mM, 2 µL from 500 mM stock in DMSO) was treated with CuSO₄·THPTA (5 mM, 1 µL from pre-mixture comprising: 5 µL CuSO₄ (100 mM stock in water) + 1 µL THPTA (500 mM stock in DMSO) + 4 µL water) and added last to the mixture, sodium ascorbate (100 mM, 2 µL from 0.5 M stock in water). The 10 µL mixture was mixed by gentle agitation and vortex mixing before a sample (0.25 µL) was removed every 2 minutes and analysed by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. Control reaction mixtures were prepared by varying the biotin-PEG3-azide content (replacing with 2 µL DMSO) or by varying the CuSO₄ content (replacing CuSO₄ in the pre-mixture with 5 µL water). Where increased biotin-PEG3-azide/EdU/CuSO₄ concentrations was used, the volume of DMSO was reduced to ensure the total sample volume was consistent and containing a final concentration of DMSO:water 3:2 v/v.

**Glaser-Hay Reaction (Raman):** A solution of DMSO (14 µL) containing phenylacetylene (100 mM, 4 µL from 500 mM stock) was reacted with Cul/TMEDA (10 mM, 2 µL of catalyst pre-mixture comprising: 10 µL Cul (500 mM stock in DMSO) + 10 µL TMEDA (500 mM in DMSO) + 30 µL DMSO). The 20 µL mixture was mixed by gentle agitation and vortex mixing before a sample (0.25 µL) was removed every 2 minutes and analysed by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. Control reaction mixtures were prepared by varying the [Cul] (replacing with 5 µL DMSO in the pre-mixture). All reactions were carried out in DMSO at a final volume of 20 µL.

**Kinetic analysis**

The spectra were baseline corrected using the baseline subtract function available on WiRE™ software. The spectra were then normalised to the area of the peak at 1420 cm⁻¹ (CH def. DMSO, area: 1380-1460 cm⁻¹; Raman), or intensity of the peak at 2920 cm⁻¹ (C-H, DMSO, IR). After which, the spectra were either overlaid for comparison or the peak area at 2096 cm⁻¹ (N=N, CuAAC, area (biotin azide, 2): 2050-2150 cm⁻¹), 1210 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, CuAAC, area (EdU, 1): 2075-2140 cm⁻¹), 2122 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, Glaser-Hay, area (PC): 2090-2150 cm⁻¹), 2269 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, Glaser-Hay, area (PC product, 4): 2230-2290 cm⁻¹), 2102 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, Glaser-Hay, area (PA): 2080-2130 cm⁻¹), 2218 cm⁻¹ (C≡C, Glaser-Hay, area (PA product, 5): 2180-2240 cm⁻¹), was determined using integration analysis available on Origin Software. Data were plotted and fitted using Origin graphic analysis package. Temporal concentrations / mol-fraction data for the CuAAC reaction were fitted to a standard exponential decay using the solver function in Excel, with initial concentration and first-order rate constants as unrestricted variables. Reciprocal temporal concentrations of [PA] were plotted to estimate k_{obs} for the Glaser-Hay reaction. Errors in rate determinations were estimated as the root-mean square of the difference between k_{obs} calculated from the analytical rate equation from each datapoint with k_{obs} obtained by linear-regression of the entire dataset.
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